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Abstract. The partitioning of semivolatile organic com-
pounds between the gas phase and aerosol particles is an
important source of secondary organic aerosol (SOA). Gas-
particle partitioning of organic and inorganic species is influ-
enced by the physical state and water content of aerosols, and
therefore ambient relative humidity (RH), as well as tempera-
ture and organic loading levels. We introduce a novel combi-
nation of the thermodynamic models AIOMFAC (for liquid
mixture non-ideality) and EVAPORATION (for pure com-
pound vapor pressures) with oxidation product information
from the Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM) for the com-
putation of gas-particle partitioning of organic compounds
and water. The presence and impact of a liquid-liquid phase
separation in the condensed phase is calculated as a func-
tion of variations in relative humidity, organic loading lev-
els, and associated changes in aerosol composition. We show
that a complex system of water, ammonium sulfate, and SOA
from the ozonolysis ofα-pinene exhibits liquid-liquid phase
separation over a wide range of relative humidities (simu-
lated from 30 % to 99 % RH). Since fully coupled phase
separation and gas-particle partitioning calculations are com-
putationally expensive, several simplified model approaches
are tested with regard to computational costs and accuracy
of predictions compared to the benchmark calculation. It is
shown that forcing a liquid one-phase aerosol with or with-
out consideration of non-ideal mixing bears the potential for
vastly incorrect partitioning predictions. Assuming an ideal
mixture leads to substantial overestimation of the particulate
organic mass, by more than 100 % at RH values of 80 % and
by more than 200 % at RH values of 95 %. Moreover, the
simplified one-phase cases stress two key points for accu-
rate gas-particle partitioning calculations: (1) non-ideality in
the condensed phase needs to be considered and (2) liquid-

liquid phase separation is a consequence of considerable de-
viations from ideal mixing in solutions containing inorganic
ions and organics that cannot be ignored. Computationally
much more efficient calculations relying on the assumption
of a complete organic/electrolyte phase separation below a
certain RH successfully reproduce gas-particle partitioning
in systems in which the average oxygen-to-carbon (O:C) ra-
tio is lower than∼0.6, as in the case ofα-pinene SOA, and
bear the potential for implementation in atmospheric chem-
ical transport models and chemistry-climate models. A full
equilibrium calculation is the method of choice for accu-
rate offline (box model) computations, where high compu-
tational costs are acceptable. Such a calculation enables the
most detailed predictions of phase compositions and pro-
vides necessary information on whether assuming a complete
organic/electrolyte phase separation is a good approximation
for a given aerosol system. Based on the group-contribution
concept of AIOMFAC and O:C ratios as a proxy for polar-
ity and hygroscopicity of organic mixtures, the results from
theα-pinene system are also discussed from a more general
point of view.

1 Introduction

Gas-particle partitioning is a key process in the formation
and evolution of secondary organic aerosol (SOA). As a
result of partitioning and coalescence, aged tropospheric
aerosol particles contain mixtures of inorganic salts, acids,
water, and a large variety of hydrophobic and hydrophilic or-
ganic compounds (e.g.Maria et al., 2004; Kanakidou et al.,
2005; Hallquist et al., 2009). The partitioning of an organic
or inorganic species between the gas phase and condensed
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particulate matter (PM) depends on a number of factors re-
lated to ambient conditions, such as temperature and rela-
tive humidity (RH), pure component volatilities, the phys-
ical state of the condensed phase, and the way in which
aerosol components interact (non-ideality) (Cappa et al.,
2008; Zuend et al., 2010). The driving force governing gas-
particle partitioning is the progression of any natural macro-
scopic system towards maximum entropy at thermodynamic
equilibrium.

SOA can be formed by means of gas-phase oxidation
of precursor hydrocarbon compounds and subsequent gas-
particle partitioning (e.g.Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008; Hallquist
et al., 2009), by chemical processing of hydrophilic organics
in highly dilute aqueous aerosols or cloud droplets (Ervens
et al., 2004; Lim et al., 2005; Herrmann et al., 2005; Lim
et al., 2010; Ervens et al., 2011), via chemical reactions and
oligomer formation in aqueous, potentially acidic, organic
phases (Kalberer et al., 2004; Rudich et al., 2007; Surratt
et al., 2010; Camredon et al., 2010), or heterogeneous re-
actions on particle surfaces (e.g.Maria et al., 2004; Knopf
et al., 2005).

In liquid aerosol particles, the non-ideal mixing of all
species determines whether the condensed phase undergoes
liquid-liquid phase separation or is stable as a single mixed
phase, and whether it contains solid phases in equilibrium
with their saturated solution (Zuend et al., 2010, 2011). Lab-
oratory experiments and modeling studies suggest that a
liquid-liquid phase separation into an organic-rich phase and
an electrolyte-rich aqueous phase is likely present in many
ambient aerosols at moderate and high RH (Clegg et al.,
2001; Erdakos and Pankow, 2004; Marcolli and Krieger,
2006; Chang and Pankow, 2006; Anttila et al., 2007; Zuend
et al., 2010; Ciobanu et al., 2009, 2010; Smith et al., 2011;
Bertram et al., 2011; Song et al., 2012; Reid et al., 2011). The
presence of two or more distinct liquid phases may have im-
portant consequences for multiphase chemistry, particle mor-
phology, gas-particle partitioning, and, with respect to semi-
solid and amorphous solid phases, also the availability of re-
action media in different physical states with potentially very
different uptake and diffusivity properties.

A growing number of studies show that at lower temper-
atures and/or lower aerosol water contents complex organic
mixtures may exist in a highly viscous semi-solid state or
undergo glass transition to an amorphous solid state (e.g.
Zobrist et al., 2008, 2011; Virtanen et al., 2010; Cappa and
Wilson, 2011; Vaden et al., 2011; Pfrang et al., 2011; Shi-
raiwa et al., 2011; Pöschl, 2011; Koop et al., 2011). Such
a semi-solid or amorphous solid state effectively impedes
gas-particle mass transfer and bulk diffusion in aerosols –
with important consequences for heterogeneous chemistry,
aerosol growth and evaporation behavior, and characteristic
equilibration times (Tong et al., 2011; Shiraiwa et al., 2011).
However, the dilution and plasticizer effects due to mixing
of complex organic solutions with low-viscosity compounds
like water, may substantially decrease the glass transition

temperature of an initially dry mixture at higher relative hu-
midity in case of (slightly) hygroscopic aerosols (Koop et al.,
2011; Lienhard et al., 2012).

In this study, we explore the importance of liquid-liquid
phase separation in aerosol particles for an accurate predic-
tion of organic PM mass and composition by means of a
novel semi-explicit gas-particle partitioning model. A com-
plex mixture of SOA compounds fromα-pinene ozonoly-
sis, ammonium sulfate, and water is used as a representa-
tive and atmospherically relevant system. The coupling of
aerosol water content as a function of RH, non-ideal mix-
ing thermodynamics of aqueous inorganic ions and organic
compounds (salt-effect), and the resulting potential for phase
separation is demonstrated. Computational aspects of gas-
particle partitioning computations with and without consider-
ation of liquid-liquid phase separation are discussed. Further-
more, we test different model simplifications with the goal to
reduce computational costs while maintaining reasonable ac-
curacy of gas-particle partitioning predictions.

2 Theory and methods

The modeling framework we use in this study is based on
the absorptive partitioning theory (Pankow, 1994, 2003) and
follows the approach ofZuend et al.(2010). A detailed de-
scription of the governing equations and the iterative numer-
ical solution approach is given inZuend et al.(2010). In the
following, we focus on a brief description of the method, the
considered combination of models within the framework and
new developments.

2.1 Gas-particle partitioning framework

In general, gas-particle partitioning of individual chemical
compounds is described by the fractionrPM

j of a compound
j present in the condensed particulate matter phase (PM) rel-
ative to the total amount ofj in the gas plus aerosol system
(Zuend et al., 2010):

rPM
j =

nPM
j

nPM
j + n

g
j

=
CPM

j

CPM
j + C

g
j

. (1)

Here,nPM
j andn

g
j are the molar amounts in the PM and the

gas phaseg of the system, respectively. Analogously,CPM
j

andC
g
j denote the mass-based concentrations (µgm−3of air)

in the aerosol particle and the gas phase. For a multicompo-
nent system at gas-particle (vapor-liquid, vapor-solid) equi-
librium, the vectorrPM

j (j = 1, . . . ,k components) of Eq. (1)
describes the partitioning of the different species regardless
of the actual partitioning mechanism at work (absorptive,
adsorptive). TherPM

j value of a compound in a given sys-
tem reflects its volatility class. Organic compounds in the
range 0.01< rPM

j < 0.99 are considered semivolatile organic
compounds (SVOC) in the context of atmospheric aerosol
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terminology, as defined inDonahue et al.(2006, 2012). Com-
pounds with arPM

j < 0.01 predominantly reside in the gas
phase and are classified as intermediate volatility compounds
(IVOC) or volatile organic compounds (VOC) when virtu-
ally present only in the gas phase. Compounds that predom-
inantly reside in the condensed phase (rPM

j > 0.99) are clas-
sified into low volatility compounds (LVOC) and extremely
low volatility compounds (ELVOC) (rPM

j ≈ 1.0).
Absorptive equilibrium partitioning is characterized by ab-

sorption/evaporation of condensable species by a well-mixed
bulk PM phase, typically a liquid solution. Given that the
gas phase can be approximated as an ideal gas mixture, at
temperatureT the equilibrium vapor pressure of a chemi-
cal species over a liquid mixture depends on its pure liquid
(potentially subcooled) vapor pressure,p◦

j (T ), and its liquid
phase activity, described by modified Raoult’s law (Zuend
et al., 2010):

pj = p◦

jx
PM
j γ

(x)
j . (2)

Here,pj is the vapor pressure over the mixture,xPM
j the mole

fraction of j in the PM phase andγ (x)
j its activity coeffi-

cient on mole fraction basis (superscript(x)). In case of a
liquid-liquid phase separation, Eq. (2) has to be fulfilled for
each phase individually. Equation (2) can also be expressed
in terms of mass concentrations:

C
g
j = C◦

j xPM
j γ

(x)
j , (3)

whereC◦

j (T ) (µgm−3) is the pure compound gas phase sat-
uration concentration, related top◦

j (T ) (Pa) by

C◦

j =
p◦

jMj

RT
× 109 µg

kg
. (4)

Here,Mj (kgmol−1) is the molar mass of compoundj and
R (JK−1mol−1) the universal gas constant. The factor 109

accounts for the unit conversion.
The mole fractions and activity coefficients of the dif-

ferent components depend on the PM composition. Hence,
the fraction of a compound partitioning to the PM phase
depends also on the total available absorptive PM mass in
a given system, which itself depends on the partitioning
of all system components. This relationship is expressed
in the mass concentration-based partitioning coefficientC∗

j

(µgm−3), called the effective saturation concentration (Don-
ahue et al., 2006) (or its inverse,KPM

j , in the framework of
Pankow).

C∗

j =
C

g
j

CPM
j

∑
k

CPM
k , (5)

where the sum term on the right hand side represents the to-
tal mass concentration of the absorbing phase (i.e. including
water). TheC∗

j values account to some extent for the effects

of changes in aerosol mass loading levels and are often used
as (temperature dependent) constants in simplified partition-
ing treatments in chemical transport models. Logarithmically
spacedC∗ bins are used to represent the volatility axis in the
volatility basis set (VBS) framework (Donahue et al., 2006;
Robinson et al., 2007; Donahue et al., 2011, 2012). In the
strict sense, however, theC∗

j are not constants since (besides
temperature) they also depend on changes in composition
and non-ideal mixing of the PM phase. From Eqs. (3) and
(5) follows:

C∗

j = C◦

j γ
(x)
j

∑
k CPM

k

Mj

∑
k

CPM
k

Mk

. (6)

In the case of a pure compound gas-particle equilibrium
(γ (x)

j = 1), Eq. (6) simplifies to C∗

j = C◦

j . The PM phase
fraction is related toC∗

j and the total PM mass by

rPM
j =

(
1+

C∗

j∑
k CPM

k

)−1

. (7)

Using the approximationC∗

j ≈ C◦

j and an initial guess for
the total PM mass concentration, Eq. (7) yields a reasonable
first guess for the set ofrPM

j values. Such a first guess is use-
ful to efficiently solve the system of nonlinear equations for
gas-particle equilibrium (seeZuend et al., 2010), e.g. using
a globally convergent Broyden’s method (Press et al., 2007)
or the modified Powell’s hybrid method (Moré et al., 1980,
1984).

2.2 MCM-EVAPORATION-AIOMFAC approach

Gas-particle partitioning calculations require knowledge of
pure component properties as well as thermodynamic mix-
ing effects, as evident from Eq. (6). We combine three spe-
cialized models to compute necessary information in a semi-
explicit manner: the MCM-EVAPORATION-AIOMFAC ap-
proach.

2.2.1 Master chemical mechanism

The Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM), v3.1 (Jenkin
et al., 1997; Saunders et al., 2003), available online:http:
//mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM, is used to simulate the chemical
speciation and stoichiometric yields from the oxidation of
a parent hydrocarbon (α-pinene) under given environmental
conditions (see Sect.3). The results from the MCM simu-
lation are used to define a reduced set of relevant organic
species, which together with water and an inorganic salt, in
the present case, ammonium sulfate, chemically characterize
the gas-particle system under consideration. We note that the
gas-phase oxidation products of a parent hydrocarbon can be
predicted by other gas-phase chemical mechanisms, and in-
organic species present need not be confined to ammonium
sulfate.
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2.2.2 EVAPORATION

Vapor pressures of pure organic compounds are calculated
using the EVAPORATION model (Estimation of VApour
Pressure of ORganics, Accounting for Temperature, In-
tramolecular, and Non-additivity effects) developed byCom-
pernolle et al.(2011). Since pure compound vapor pres-
sures are critical in determining the partitioning to the PM
phase, uncertainties in estimated vapor pressures can have
a substantial impact on the calculated total PM mass con-
centrations (e.g.Barley and McFiggans, 2010; McFiggans
et al., 2010). EVAPORATION uses a group-contribution ap-
proach to represent the effects of different functional groups
on the pure compound vapor pressure, similar to other es-
timation methods such as SIMPOL.1 (Pankow and Asher,
2008), but in addition also includes parameters to take in-
termolecular interaction and non-additivity effects into ac-
count. Here we do not evaluate the impact of using differ-
ent vapor pressure estimation methods, rather we use EVAP-
ORATION as a state-of-the-art model representing the best
current estimate. In the rare cases where measurements of
vapor pressures of atmospherically relevant semivolatile or-
ganics are available, e.g. for dicarboxylic acids, deviations
among values reported by different groups (and measurement
techniques) can span a significant pressure range, partly ex-
plained by differences related to the physical state and pu-
rity of material samples and different experimental residence
times (Booth et al., 2010; Soonsin et al., 2010). Booth et al.
(2010) in some cases report higher subcooled vapor pressure
values for further functionalized dicarboxylic acids as com-
pared to their parent dicarboxylic acid, e.g. in the case of
2,3-dihydroxy succinic acid and 2-keto succinic acid, which
is counterintuitive to the typical behavior that further oxi-
dation of a compound lowers the vapor pressure. In case
of vapor pressure measurements referring to the solid state,
Chattopadhyay and Ziemann(2005) found that keto substi-
tutions inα-position of a carboxyl group can raise the solid
state vapor pressure of dicarboxylic acids with respect to
the unsubstituted parent dicarboxylic acid, while keto sub-
stitutions at aβ-position or further away from the carboxyl
group, lower the solid state vapor pressure. For example, in
case of glutaric acid (pentanedioic acid) they found an in-
crease of the vapor pressure by less then an order of mag-
nitude for 2-oxopentanedioic acid at 298 K, yet a decrease
in vapor pressure by more than an order of magnitude for
3-oxopentanedioic acid.Chattopadhyay and Ziemann(2005)
suggest that a keto group in theα-position may hydrogen-
bond with the carboxyl group. Hence, an internal hydrogen
bond may reduce the intermolecular bonding and may lead to
an increase in vapor pressure relative to the value of the un-
substituted parent dicarboxylic acid. However, such effects
of vicinal functional groups in multifunctional compounds
have been found only for vapor pressure measurements of
samples in the solid state, while measurements of samples
in the liquid state report a decrease in vapor pressure with

additional ketone or hydroxyl functionalities (Frosch et al.,
2010; Huisman et al., 2012). The liquid (subcooled) state va-
por pressure data ofBooth et al.(2010) is obtained via a ther-
modynamic phase state conversion from the measurements
in the solid state. Uncertainties in thermochemical data used
in the phase state conversion may be partly responsible for
the unexpectedly high subcooled liquid vapor pressures re-
ported byBooth et al.(2010). Compernolle et al.(2011) im-
plemented an empirical correction term in EVAPORATION
(Eq. (31) ofCompernolle et al., 2011) in order to account for
the findings ofBooth et al.(2010), since otherwise EVAPO-
RATION could not reproduce such effects. However, the cur-
rent state of knowledge suggests that the empirical correction
in EVAPORATION is in disagreement with all correspond-
ing vapor pressure data measured for the liquid (subcooled)
state. Recent measurements with the electrodynamic balance
technique as used bySoonsin et al.(2010) do not support
the data ofBooth et al.(2010); rather, a relative decrease in
(subcooled) liquid state vapor pressures of substituted com-
pounds is found, more in line with what EVAPORATION
predicts without the empirical correction (personal commu-
nication with Ulrich K. Krieger;Huisman et al., 2012). We
therefore use the EVAPORATION model without the empir-
ical correction. In addition, we note that only one compound
of theα-pinene SOA products in the current study, the ES-
TER dimer (see Table1), would be affected by the empirical
correction term in EVAPORATION.

2.2.3 AIOMFAC

The thermodynamic group-contribution model AIOMFAC
(Aerosol Inorganic-Organic Mixtures Functional groups Ac-
tivity Coefficients) developed byZuend et al.(2008, 2011) is
used to calculate activity coefficients of the different species
as a function of the liquid PM mixture composition. Posi-
tive and negative deviations of mole fraction-based activity
coefficients from a value of 1 (ideal mixing), characterize
for the degree of non-ideality in a mixture. AIOMFAC al-
lows thermodynamically consistent calculations of activity
coefficients at temperatures close to 298 K and covers mul-
ticomponent solutions containing water, inorganic ions, and
organic compounds, the latter characterized in terms of com-
binations of functional groups. The model has recently been
extended and re-parameterized to include most of the func-
tional groups typically present in atmospheric organic com-
pounds (Zuend et al., 2011). Additional important compound
classes that have not been included in AIOMFAC to date –
mainly owing to the lack of experimental data to constrain
interaction parameters – are the peroxide, organonitrate, and
peroxy acyl nitrate functionalities.

MCM v3.1 predicts severalα-pinene oxidation prod-
ucts containing peroxide functionalities, therefore we im-
plement the following new functional groups in AIOM-
FAC (main groups given in parenthesis): organonitrate
(CHnONO2), hydroperoxide (CHnOOH[perox]), peroxyacid
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(C(=O)OOH[perox]), peroxide (CHnOOCHm[perox]), and
peroxy acyl nitrate (C(=O)OONO2[perox]). Model param-
eters required to describe organic↔ organic and or-
ganic↔ water interactions (the double arrow↔ indicates
interactions) of the new functional groups are taken from
a compatible UNIFAC model (Fredenslund et al., 1975;
Hansen et al., 1991) parameterization byCompernolle et al.
(2009). AIOMFAC parameters describing peroxide interac-
tions with inorganic ions are, where applicable, estimated
based on an analogy approach. A detailed description of
this extension of the AIOMFAC model is given in Ap-
pendix A. These new functional groups will also be im-
plemented into the web-version of AIOMFAC, available at
http://www.aiomfac.caltech.edu.

2.3 Liquid-liquid phase separation

Liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) in the PM is a con-
sequence of substantial non-ideal mixing to the point where
the thermodynamic imperative of minimizing the free energy
of a system leads to the formation of an additional phase.
In electrolyte-containing aqueous organic mixtures, the high
affinity of ions for water and their low affinity for organic
compounds, especially their non-polar functional groups, is a
typical cause for LLPS, known as the salting-out effect. If an
actual liquid-liquid equilibrium (LLE) is ignored in a com-
putation, forcing a single mixed phase, activity coefficients
of both ions and organic compounds tend to become large
(�1) and as a (incorrect) result semivolatile organics will be
driven out of the mixed phase into the gas phase. The amount
of polar (hydrophilic) functional groups of an organic com-
pound relative to non-polar (hydrophobic) functional groups
is a key factor in determining whether and the extent to which
an aqueous organic mixture will phase separate in the pres-
ence of dissolved ions (Zuend et al., 2010).

The O:C ratio serves as a proxy parameter for polarity
(Zuend et al., 2010; Donahue et al., 2011), even though it
should be noted that the type of an oxygenated functional
group, e.g. hydroxyl (−OH) versus ketone (>C=O), has also
an effect on the hydrophilicity and affinity for ions. Experi-
ments show that LLPS in mixed organic-inorganic systems
occurs typically for organic O:C ratios.0.7 (Bertram et al.,
2011; Song et al., 2012). Song et al.(2012) present experi-
ments and AIOMFAC LLPS calculations for different aque-
ous mixtures of dicarboxylic acids with ammonium sulfate,
showing that even quite hydrophilic dicarboxylic acids, such
as 2-methylglutaric acid (O:C= 0.67), undergo a LLPS in
the presence of ammonium sulfate. As the mean organic O:C
ratio decreases in the critical range from 0.67 to 0.57, the
LLPS becomes more pronounced in that it covers almost
the entire composition space in terms of organic:inorganic
mass ratios and the onset RH of phase separation shifts from
∼73 % to ∼90 % (Song et al., 2012). Hence, for mixtures
with a mean O:C < 0.6, as in this study, a LLE is expected

to be the stable thermodynamic state in a wide range of the
composition space and up to high relative humidity.

The method ofZuend et al.(2010) is used to minimize
the Gibbs energy of the PM phase during gas-particle parti-
tioning calculations and to determine a potential LLPS. The
Gibbs energy difference between a one-phase state and a
two-phase LLPS state is computed on the basis of AIOM-
FAC activity coefficients at a given PM composition (Zuend
et al., 2010; Song et al., 2012). Numerical global minimiza-
tion of Gibbs energy, as well as solving the system of nonlin-
ear equations describing liquid-liquid equilibrium based on
the isoactivity condition (Zuend et al., 2010, 2011), becomes
computationally more and more demanding as the number of
system components increases (# dimensions of the problem).
Therefore, the thermodynamically correct solution is expen-
sive to compute and simplifications to such an approach will
be inevitable for consideration of LLPS in large scale atmo-
spheric models. Different ways of simplifying LLPS calcu-
lations are outlined in Sect.2.4.

2.4 Overview of calculation cases

We define six calculation cases to explore the influence
of non-ideality and liquid-liquid phase separation on gas-
particle partitioning. The motivation for different calcula-
tion modes is to analyze potential schemes for simplified
LLPS consideration in large scale models and evaluate con-
comitant effects on partitioning predictions in comparison
to a benchmark equilibrium calculation. The six calculation
cases are outlined in Fig.1. Note that the actual morphol-
ogy of phase separated particles (core-shell or partial engulf-
ing structure) depends on the relative interfacial energies be-
tween all phases (Kwamena et al., 2010; Reid et al., 2011;
Song et al., 2012) and may differ from those illustrated in
Fig. 1.

Common to all calculation cases is the assumption of a
liquid PM phase in the considered RH range, i.e. crystal-
lization of both ammonium sulfate and organic compounds
is ignored/suppressed as well as a potential glass transition.
The “equil.” case is the computationally most demanding
case, because all components have to be equilibrated be-
tween all phases present. This includes a global Gibbs en-
ergy minimization to determine a potential LLPS in the PM
with corresponding equilibrium compositions in all phases
as a subproblem of the iterative overall gas-particle parti-
tioning computation (the determination of therPM

j ) as intro-
duced inZuend et al.(2010). Note that, in all computations,
metastable supersaturated salt solutions are allowed as they
are of importance in aerosol particles, even though the “true”
thermodynamic equilibrium would involve a crystalline salt
phase instead of a supersaturated liquid.

The equil. case is defined as the benchmark case of this
study and considered the most accurate solution to the ac-
tual gas-particle partitioning problem. “Accuracy” of a mod-
eling case is here judged on the basis of the assumption
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Modeling case One-phase state LLPS state 

equil. (benchmark case) 
Full AIOMFAC LLPS computation based on 
Gibbs energy minimization. Equilibration of 
all components between all phases. 

1-ph. 
Forced one-phase computation using 
AIOMFAC (non-ideal). 

ideal 
Ideal mixing case (Raoult’s law); always a 
one-phase solution. 

LLPS param., non-ideal 
LLPS predicted based on parameterization 
of Bertram et al. (2011), using AIOMFAC 
for non-ideality. Complete LLPS with 
respect to organics / electrolytes. 

LLPS param., ideal 
LLPS predicted based on parameterization 
of Bertram et al. (2011). Ideal mixing in 
both phases separately. Complete LLPS 
with respect to organics / electrolytes. 

CLLPS, non-ideal 
Complete LLPS with respect to organics / 
electrolytes enforced, using AIOMFAC 
(Gibbs energy difference) to determine 
LLPS state. 

Fig. 1.Overview of the different PM modeling cases used in the gas-
particle partitioning calculations. In the situation of a liquid-liquid
phase separation (LLPS), all components are allowed to partition
between coexisting phases in the equilibrium case (solid arrows),
while for the two different LLPS parameterization cases and the
CLLPS case a complete phase separation is assumed with respect to
organic compounds and electrolytes, i.e. complete separation into
an aqueous organic phase and an aqueous electrolyte phase, with
liquid-liquid equilibration of water only (dashed arrows). The gas
phase is in all cases an ideal gas mixture equilibrating with the over-
all PM.

that the equil. case provides the best estimate for the phys-
ically “true” solution, since, in comparison to the simplified
cases, the equil. case is least affected by additional assump-
tions and constraints. All of the models involved in the gas-
particle partitioning and phase separation computations are
subject to uncertainties. The degree of correctness of the cou-
pled MCM-EVPORATION-AIOMFAC model is tested and
discussed in the comparison of the model results to cham-
ber data (Sect.4.1), which is mainly a test for MCM v3.1
and EVAPORATION. In the absence of detailed and accu-
rate measurements of the gas-particle partitioning and LLPS
behavior of the fullα-pinene ozonolysis SOA + ammonium
sulfate system, covering the RH range modeled, a direct com-
parison to the physically correct solution is not possible. Un-
certainties related to the group-contribution prediction of ac-
tivity coefficients with AIOMFAC, and related to that, the
prediction of LLPS, are discussed byZuend et al.(2011) and
Song et al.(2012).

As control cases, we calculate a forced one-phase (1-ph.)
solution for the PM phase using AIOMFAC activity coeffi-
cients to account for non-ideality, as well as the case of an
ideal organic-inorganic mixture, where LLPS cannot occur
by definition. The different shading patterns shown in Fig.1
for ideal and non-ideal one-phase states are intended to indi-
cate the (theoretical) difference in terms of random vs. non-
random mixing of molecules.

Of more interest concerning simplified LLPS computa-
tion schemes are the two cases using a parameterization for
the LLPS prediction and the CLLPS (complete LLPS) case
based on Gibbs energy differences. The “LLPS param., non-
ideal” case and the “LLPS param., ideal” case both use the
parameterization ofBertram et al.(2011) (Eq. 8) to decide,
based on a given overall PM composition, whether a LLPS
should be assumed or not.

RHLLPS = 35.5+ 339.9(O:C)−471.8(O:C)2,

valid where: 0.2 < (O:C) < 0.7
and 0.1 < (org : sulf) < 15;

RHLLPS = 0,

valid where: 0.7 < (O:C) < 1.4
and 0.1 < (org : sulf) < 15.

(8)

In this parameterization, RHLLPS denotes the predicted on-
set relative humidity of LLPS as a function of the aver-
age organic O:C ratio in the PM and the organic-to-sulfate
(org:sulf) mass ratio (defining the valid range). This parame-
terization ofBertram et al.(2011) is based on numerous ex-
periments of ternary organic + ammonium sulfate + water
mixtures at room temperature (T ≈ 290 to 298 K). However,
at comparable O:C ratios, different mixtures exhibit signifi-
cant scatter regarding the predicted onset of phase separation
(see Fig. 2 ofBertram et al., 2011), indicating that the param-
eterization should be considered an experimentally-based es-
timate (error bars of∼ ±10 % RH). The scattering of ob-
served LLPS onset RH values among compounds with the
same O:C might reflect effects of differences in terms of oxy-
genated functional group classes (e.g. hydrogen-bonding vs.
non-hydrogen-bonding groups).

Common to both parameterized LLPS cases is the as-
sumption of a complete phase separation into an aque-
ous organic phase and an aqueous electrolyte phase, with
only water equilibrating between the two liquid phases.
Hence, the organic compounds partition only between the
(aqueous) organic phase and the gas phase. The assump-
tion of a complete phase separation is partially inspired
by the hydrophilic-hydrophobic phase separation approach
(Pun et al., 2002; Griffin et al., 2003). However, in distinc-
tion to the hydrophilic-hydrophobic approach, in which hy-
drophilic organics are assumed to partition completely to the
aqueous electrolyte phase, we assume all organics to parti-
tion to the organic phase. This is supported by the fact that
even rather polar and hydrophilic (high O:C) organic com-
pounds typically show much higher affinity for a lower O:C
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organic phase, than for a concentrated aqueous electrolyte
phase. Hence, our complete phase separation approach is
better characterized as an ionophilic-ionophobic phase sep-
aration. If the organic phase would consist of hydrophobic,
hydrocarbon-like organics and highly oxidized, hydrophilic
organics, a further phase separation of the organic phase into
a low-O:C phase and a high-O:C phase could become stable.
However, this is not predicted for the system in this study,
since the range of organic O:C ratios (0.3 to 0.75) is not large
enough to cause a phase separation of the organic-rich phase.

In the “LLPS param., non-ideal” case, AIOMFAC is used
to calculate activity coefficients in the two phases for a pre-
dicted LLPS or the mixed organic-inorganic one-phase state
otherwise. For the “LLPS param., ideal” case, ideal mixing
is assumed in both liquid phases separately, i.e. all activity
coefficients set to 1.0, while maintaining the assumption of
complete organic/electrolyte phase separation. This is differ-
ent from the “ideal” case, because ideal mixing is assumed
only within the separated phases, hence the ideal mixtures
involve compounds that are more similar in terms of polarity
and hydrophilicity than when ideal mixing involving inor-
ganic ions and organic compounds in a single phase is as-
sumed.

Finally, the “CLLPS” case merges the assumption of com-
plete phase separation with the concept of Gibbs energy min-
imization. Instead of using a parameterization to predict the
onset RH of LLPS, at a given overall PM composition, the
Gibbs energy difference between a one-phase and a com-
pletely phase-separated PM phase is calculated (complete
LLPS with respect to organics/electolytes, as above). If the
Gibbs energy of the two-phase state is lower than that of the
one-phase state, LLPS is accepted. Consequently, the CLLPS
case only predicts a LLPS at RH levels lower or equal to
those where the equilibrium case predicts LLPS. In compar-
ison to the “LLPS param., non-ideal” case, the CLLPS case
does not rely on a parameterization that is valid only for sys-
tems containing ammonium sulfate; rather, it can be applied
to any organic-inorganic system covered by AIOMFAC.

The LLPS param. and CLLPS cases are computationally
far less demanding than the equil. case, because only water
partitions to both liquid phases in a LLPS state. This means
that for a detected LLPS the problem reduces to solving two
uncoupled gas-liquid partitioning problems at given equilib-
rium RH (given water activity). Thus, at each iteration step
in the gas-particle partitioning computation, two uncoupled
1-dimensional equations have to be solved for the water con-
tents of the two separate liquid phases, for which reliable and
efficient numerical methods exist, (e.g. Brent’s method,Press
et al., 2007).

3 α-Pinene ozonolysis system

The model system for the gas-particle partitioning calcula-
tions in this study consists of 16 components: 12 selected

oxidation products from the dark ozonolysis ofα-pinene,
two proposed oligomers (dimers), water, and ammonium sul-
fate. Shilling et al. (2008, 2009) performed aerosol cham-
ber simulations using MCM v3.1 for environmental condi-
tions typical for their chamber experiments. We use their list
of predicted oxidation products, lump peroxy-radical yields
with related hydroperoxides and select model system com-
pounds based on volatility. Because we are interested in com-
pounds that likely partition to a significant degree to the con-
densed phase, compounds with a relatively high vapor pres-
sure (IVOC, VOC) are not considered in the model system.
The MCM-derived product distribution and selected pure
compound properties from the dark ozonolysis ofα-pinene
are given in Table1. Camredon et al.(2010) propose a num-
ber of organic dimers that can form in liquid aerosols as a
result of peroxyhemiacetal formation, hemiacetal formation,
aldol condensation, or ester formation fromα-pinene oxida-
tion monomers. Based on the interpretation of mass spectra
and chemical reasoning, many of the suggested dimers are
likely to form in liquid aerosol phases (Müller et al., 2009;
Camredon et al., 2010). To study the effects of oligomers on
partitioning and PM properties, we chose two dimers for our
model system to represent a wider range of possible dimer
structures. The “ALDOLdimer” is formed by aldol conden-
sation of the monomers C108OOH (a C10-hydroperoxide
with one aldehyde and two ketone groups) and C89CO2H
(pinalic acid). The “ESTERdimer” is one of several reac-
tion products formed by ester formation from HOPINONIC
(10-hydroxypinonic acid) and PINIC (pinic acid).

The MCM simulations ofShilling et al.(2009) show that
the product distribution and corresponding compound yields
vary only little with changes in parent hydrocarbon loading,
so that assuming a constant product distribution for all load-
ing levels considered is justified. In contrast toα-pinene,
other SOA precursor compounds may show considerable
product variation with the hydrocarbon loading level (Chen
et al., 2011). Note also that the list of MCM-predicted oxida-
tion products may differ for other chamber simulation condi-
tions, e.g. when shorter or longer reaction times or different
OH-radical scavengers concentrations are considered (Cam-
redon et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011).

Figure2 shows the organic model system compounds (col-
ored circles) plotted in the 2-dimensional volatility vs. O:C
space (panel a) and in a Van Krevelen O:C vs. H: C dia-
gram (panel b). Further oxidation products of either higher
vapor pressures or when using different MCM simulation re-
sults fromCamredon et al.(2010) are shown for compari-
son (open circles). Figure2a reveals the often found correla-
tion between volatility and O:C ratio: products with a higher
O:C ratio have typically lower vapor pressures (unless sub-
stantial fragmentation has occurred). The two dimers cho-
sen for the model system show that the reaction of SVOC
or IVOC monomers can very effectively lower the volatility
of dimers and higher oligomer products, leading to low or
extremely low volatility compounds (ELVOC) even at lower
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Table 1.Oxidation products and corresponding yields predicted by the MCM model v3.1 (Jenkin et al., 1997; Saunders et al., 2003) for the
dark ozonolysis ofα-pinene. List of species and corresponding stoichiometric yields are derived from the MCM chamber simulation reported
by Shilling et al.(2009) for the reaction of 0.9 ppbvα-pinene. Simulation conditions:T = 298.15 K, 40 % RH, 300 ppbv ozone, 0.94 ppmv
1-butanol, dry ammonium sulfate seed particles, and 3.4 h residence time. System components for the gas-particle partitioning calculations
are indicated by the colored symbols (mostly non-IVOC compounds).

Name (MCM)a Structure M (gmol−1) p◦(298.15K) (Pa)b Mass yield,α(m) c Molar yield,α(n) Remarksd

C107OOH
O

O

O

HO

200.231 7.8328× 10−3 0.35051 0.23849
[C107OOH]
+ [C107O2]

PINONIC

O

O

OH

184.232 1.5345× 10−2 0.18951 0.14013

C97OOH
O

HO

O

HO

188.221 5.4035× 10−4 0.15883 0.11496
[C97OOH]
+ [C97O2]

PINAL

O

O

168.233 3.0798× 100 0.10359 0.08389 IVOC

C108OOH
O

OH

O

O

O

216.231 1.8447× 10−3 0.11597 0.07307
[C108OOH]
+ [C108O2]

C89CO2H

O

OH

O

170.206 4.6884× 10−2 0.07496 0.06000

C107OH
O

OH

O

184.232 7.7903× 10+1 0.05317 0.03932 IVOC

C96OH
HO

O

156.222 9.8822× 10−1 0.04570 0.03985 IVOC

NORPINAL
O

O

154.206 9.4100× 100 0.04511 0.03985 IVOC

PINIC
O

OH

O

HO 186.205 4.7358× 10−5 0.04554 0.03332

C921OOH

OH

O

O

OH

HO

204.220 4.4946× 10−6 0.03662 0.02443

C109OOH HO

O

O

O

200.231 1.5128× 10−2 0.02834 0.01928

C96OOH
HO

O

O

172.221 2.8645× 10−1 0.02614 0.02068 IVOC

C89OOH
O

O

HO 158.195 8.7524× 10−1 0.02538 0.02186 IVOC

C812OOH
HO

O

HO

O

OH

190.194 1.2132× 10−6 0.02977 0.02132

HOPINONIC
O

O

OH

HO

200.232 7.6498× 10−5 0.02205 0.01500

C109CO
O

O

O

182.216 1.2365× 100 0.01877 0.01403 IVOC

C109OH
O

O

HO

184.232 6.7851× 10−2 0.01884 0.01393 IVOC

C811OH
HO

O

OH 158.094 3.1129× 10−3 0.01591 0.01371

C721CHO
O

O

OH 156.179 1.4325× 10−1 0.01572 0.01371 IVOC

C813OOH O

OH

O

OH

HO

O

206.193 2.0391× 10−7 0.01249 0.00825

ALDOL dimer
O

O

OH

O

O
OH

O

368.421 1.1579× 10−11 (0)e (0)
dimer: C108OOH
+ C89CO2H

ESTERdimer HO

O

O

O

O

OH

O 368.421 2.5279× 10−11 (0) (0)
dimer: PINIC
+ HOPINONIC

a Unique compound names as assigned by the MCM model (exceptions: the dimer compounds).
b Pure compound (subcooled) vapor pressure as predicted by the EVAPORATION model (Compernolle et al., 2011) without diacid correction (see Sect.2.2.2).
c Predicted stoichiometric mass yieldα(m) (µg of compound formed per µg of α-pinene reacted). The stoichiometric mass and molar yields are calculated with the assumption of
conservation of total carbon mass from the parent hydrocarbon, based on the predicted product distribution given in Table 1 ofShilling et al.(2009) for 0.9ppbvα-pinene reacted under
the stated conditions.
d Predicted amounts of peroxy-radicals are lumped to hydroperoxide compounds of similar structure as indicated. Marked IVOC compounds are predicted to reside almost entirely in the
gas-phase and not considered in the partitioning calculations.
e The “ALDOL dimer” compound (formed by aldol condensation of C108OOH+ C89CO2H) and the “ESTERdimer” compound (formed by ester formation of HOPINONIC+

PINIC) are not predicted by the MCM model, rather they are assumed to form in the PM phase and related concentrations are calculated with the partitioning model, see Sect.3.
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Fig. 2. (a)O:C ratio vs. volatility and(b) van Krevelen diagram (inverted) of organic compounds produced by the dark ozonolysis and further
oxidation ofα-pinene. Solid colored circles show the components of the model system, open circles indicate other oxidation products ofα-
pinene as predicted by MCM 3.1 for different chamber operation conditions or products at higher volatilities (IVOCs) that almost entirely
reside in the gas phase (Shilling et al., 2009; Camredon et al., 2010). Pure compound saturation concentrations (C◦) are calculated with the
EVAPORATION model (Compernolle et al., 2011).

O:C. Hence, these dimers can be considered as virtually non-
volatile species residing completely in the particle phase.

While the MCM prediction allows the calculation of sto-
ichiometric yields of each oxidation product relative to the
amount ofα-pinene reacted (Table1), the yields of (PM-
phase) oligomer products are unknown. In the absence of
a quantitative prediction for the formation of the dimers or
the knowledge of a dimerization equilibrium constant, we ex-
press dimer formation in a simplified manner, constrained by
the molar amounts of available monomers:

nd = λd min
[
n0

m1, n0
m2

]
. (9)

Here,nd is the molar amount of dimerd formed,n0
m1 and

n0
m2 are the initial molar amounts of parent monomers 1 and

2, respectively, as predicted by MCM.λd is a scaling param-
eter in the interval[0,1] describing the fraction of monomers
that reacted to form dimers with respect to the molar amount
of the less abundant monomer. The resulting decrease of
monomers due to dimerization follows directly from Eq. (9):
nm1 = n0

m1−nd andnm2 = n0
m2−nd . Even though dimeriza-

tion is expected to occur in a liquid PM phase, at vapor-liquid
equilibrium conditions the degree of dimerization can be cor-
rectly characterized by Eq. (9) based on overall (gas + PM)
monomer concentrations. In this study,λd is considered an
adjustable system parameter and an actual value is assigned
based on model comparison with experimental aerosol cham-
ber data (see Sect.4.1).

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Comparison of chamber data and model results

A measure that is routinely applied for comparison of aerosol
chamber experiments conducted at different conditions is the
fractional aerosol yield or SOA mass yield,Y , (e.g.Odum
et al., 1996; Shilling et al., 2008), sometimes also called
aerosol mass fraction (Pathak et al., 2007). The SOA mass
yield is defined as the ratio of total organic PM mass formed
(1CPM

org) vs. total mass of parent VOC reacted (i.e.1Ct
VOC):

SOA mass yieldY =
1CPM

org

1Ct
VOC

. (10)

4.1.1 SOA yield vs. loading

The SOA mass yield is typically evaluated at the end of
a chamber experiment, when all of the parent hydrocarbon
has reacted. SOA mass yields of different chamber exper-
iments reported byShilling et al. (2008) and Chen et al.
(2011) at lower hydrocarbon loadings are compared with
the yields derived from our gas-particle partitioning calcu-
lations, shown in Fig.3a. The chamber experiments use dry
ammonium sulfate seed particles at 40 % RH and 298 K (see
Table 1 for experimental conditions). In the presence of a
liquid mixture consisting of water and organic components,
a solid ammonium sulfate seed will come into equilibrium
with the solution. At 298 K and 40 % RH, this equilibrium is
almost completely on the side of crystalline ammonium sul-
fate. The ammonium sulfate solubility limit, the pink curve in
the calculated phase diagram shown in Fig.B1 and discussed
in Appendix B, indicates that it is justified to neglect the
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Shilling et al. (2008), continuous flow, 300 ppbv O3

Shilling et al. (2008), continuous flow, 50 ppbv O3

Shilling et al. (2008), static, 300 ppbv O3, 1-butanol
Shilling et al. (2008), static, 300 ppbv O3, 2-butanol
Chen et al. (2011), re-evaluated continuous flow data
Model, equil. case (non-ideal), λ = 10%
Model, ideal mixing case, λ = 10%
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Fig. 3.Comparison of aerosol chamber data and model calculations
for atmospherically relevant loading levels ofα-pinene SOA. Ex-
perimental conditions: 298 K, 40 % RH, dry ammonium sulfate seed
particles, chamber operated in continuous flow or in static “batch”
mode, as described inShilling et al.(2008). Model calculations per-
formed at the same temperature and RH for the ammonium sulfate-
free system using parameterλ = 10 % for the degree of dimer for-
mation. AIOMFAC predicts the one-phase system to be stable.(a)
Measured and calculated mass yield vs. SOA mass loading.(b)
Loading-dependent mean O:C atomic ratio of the organic PM mix-
ture. Green triangles: continuous flow data at 300 ppbv ozone of
Shilling et al.(2008, 2009) as re-evaluated byChen et al.(2011).
Note: experimental data are not corrected for chamber wall-loss.

dissolution of the crystalline ammonium sulfate seed. There-
fore, model computations corresponding to the chamber ex-
periments were carried out for the ammonium sulfate-free
15-componentα-pinene SOA + water system at 40 % RH
and 298 K. For such a salt-free aqueous organic mixture, the
model predicts a one-phase state as the equilibrium PM-state
for all loading levels (at 40 % RH).

The only adjustable model parameters are the degrees
of dimer formation represented by parametersλALDOL dimer
and λESTERdimer (Eq. 9). In the absence of more rigorous
constraints, we choose a single dimerization parameterλ =

λALDOL dimer = λESTERdimer. A series of test-calculations

suggest that the measured SOA yields ofShilling et al.(2008)
are best represented for values ofλ in the range 1%< λ <

20 %. Therefore, a fixed value ofλ = 10 % is used for all
model calculations in this study. Settingλ = 0 %, i.e. no
dimerization, results in predicted yields that are at the lower
limit of the measured yields, while settingλ = 100 % clearly
overpredicts the measured SOA mass yields. For example, at
10µgm−3 SOA mass conc. a SOA mass yield of 0.34 is cal-
culated forλ = 100 % while the calculated SOA mass yield
is 0.21 forλ = 10 %. In reality, the degree of dimer formation
will also depend on the PM composition and therefore also
depend on the SOA loading level. Such a more complex de-
pendence is ignored here due to the lack of experimental con-
straints. Note that the chamber data shown in Fig.3 are not
corrected for wall-loss, which would shift measured yields
slightly upwards, especially at higher organic PM mass con-
centrations. However,Shilling et al.(2008) show that their
wall-loss corrected data at lower loading levels (org. PM
mass conc.<10 µgm−3) are within the error of the uncor-
rected data.

As discussed inShilling et al.(2008), there is quite some
variation in reported SOA yields fromα-pinene ozonolysis
experiments performed by different research groups in dif-
ferent chambers, which are partly explained by differences in
chamber operation, such as different temperatures, residence
times, RH, and radical scavengers. Our model results agree
more closely with the comparably higher yields reported in
the literature (e.g.Song et al., 2007; Shilling et al., 2008),
than with the lower yields of other experiments (e.g.Cocker
et al., 2001; Pathak et al., 2007).

Figure 3a shows the generally good agreement between
measured and modeled SOA mass yields at atmospherically
relevant organic PM mass concentrations. We performed an
equil. case and an ideal mixing case calculation, which both
agree very well at lower organic PM mass concentrations,
but deviations between the two calculation cases become ev-
ident at higher loading levels. The reasons for such good
agreement, and therefore limited influence of non-ideality in
the salt-free system at 40 % RH, are that the organics in the
PM mixture are relatively similar in terms of hydrophilic-
ity (O:C) and especially at lower loading levels also show
a higher average O:C ratio and hence only moderate non-
ideal mixing with water. However, as we show below for
the ammonium sulfate-containing system, non-ideality be-
comes very important as soon as a dissolved electrolyte is
present in the PM and/or when higher RH levels (higher
PM water content) are considered. The agreement between
predicted and measured SOA yields is a remarkable demon-
stration of the applicability of the MCM-EVAPORATION-
AIOMFAC modeling approach. Since non-ideality is not an
important factor in the salt-free case at 40 % RH, it means
that the species and amounts predicted by MCM v3.1 as well
as the vapor pressures predicted by EVAPORATION are very
good estimations, as they constitute the main impact on the
model results. Hence, the comparison of the model results to
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chamber data provides mainly a validation of the accuracy of
MCM v3.1 and EVAPORATION for an aqueous organic one-
phase system. Note also that the tuning capability of our ap-
proach by setting the dimerization parameterλ is limited and
could not compensate for systematically over- or underpre-
dicted vapor pressures on the order of factors>2. On the con-
trary, in many cases reported in the literature, predicted vapor
pressures of organic (surrogate) compounds had to be tuned
up or down by factors of up to 100 to achieve agreement be-
tween modeled and measured yields (e.g.Cocker et al., 2001;
Jenkin, 2004; Valorso et al., 2011).

4.1.2 Oxygen-to-carbon ratio

Comparisons of measured and modeled SOA mass yields
only reflect overall gas-particle partitioning behavior, but
do not reveal a more detailed picture in terms of individ-
ual compound partitioning and phase compositions. An ad-
ditional routinely measured PM phase parameter is the aver-
age organic O:C ratio in the PM, which we compare to the
model results in Fig.3b. The average O:C ratio presents ad-
ditional information to evaluate model predictions more re-
lated to the chemical composition of the organic PM. Fig-
ure3b shows that the model systematically overpredicts the
mean O:C (positive deviation of 0.03 to 0.1 in O:C), while
the general behavior as a function of organic PM mass load-
ing is reproduced well.Chen et al.(2011) found similar re-
sults for their model calculations using MCM and SIMPOL
(Pankow and Asher, 2008). They discuss possible reasons for
the higher O:C ratios predicted with the model. One possi-
bility to reduce organic O:C while not substantially altering
the SOA yield is through particle-phase oligomer formation
from LVOC monomers via aldol condensation or ester for-
mation and related dehydration. Another potentially impor-
tant mechanism involves the PM phase decomposition of un-
stable hydroperoxides by photolysis or thermolysis and sub-
sequent PM phase radical reactions and dehydration (Chen
et al., 2011). Both proposed reaction pathways would even-
tually lead to a decrease in (predicted) O:C (and H: C) and
could reduce deviations between model and measurements.
Figure 2 also suggests that additional formation of dimers
from low-O:C IVOCs and SVOCs could lead to a lower
overall O:C. For example, at a SOA mass concentration of
10µgm−3 (andλ = 10%), the predicted average organic O:C
ratio in the PM is 0.51, while in the gas phase the average or-
ganic O:C is 0.35. Hence, enhanced partitioning of IVOCs
(as dimers / oligomers) to the PM has the potential to lower
the average O:C of SOA to a value in better agreement with
the experimental data. However, efficient dimerization in-
volving IVOCs would also enhance the SOA yield, which in
the current model system is already partly represented by the
two dimers in terms of the assigned dimerization degree. This
discussion shows that particle-phase chemistry and oligomer
formation may be important processes that are currently not
explicitly considered in partitioning models. Overall, consid-

ering all assumptions and simplifications involved in the gas-
particle partitioning model, as well as uncertainties regarding
experimental data, the MCM-EVAPORATION-AIOMFAC
approach is quite successful in predicting a reasonable PM
mass and composition with only minimal model tuning.

4.2 Phase separation and RH-dependence in
salt-containing system

In the following, results for the full gas-aerosol model sys-
tem calculations including ammonium sulfate are discussed.
In the presence of dissolved inorganic ions, the consideration
of non-ideality in liquid mixtures becomes important (Zuend
et al., 2010). Since the composition range of a LLPS and
the effects of non-ideal mixing on PM hygroscopicity (water
content) depend on relative humidity, we model the partition-
ing behavior over a RH range from 30 % to 99 % at a con-
stant temperature of 298 K. This represents the RH range,
for which the assumption of a liquid PM phase is justified
when starting from a high RH level, as crystallization (ef-
florescence) of ammonium sulfate in aqueous solutions typi-
cally occurs in the range of 40 % to 25% RH (Ciobanu et al.,
2009, 2010; Bertram et al., 2011; Song et al., 2012). A tran-
sition of a liquid PM to a semi-solid or amorphous solid state
is also more likely to occur at lower RH (below the 30%
RH range boundary), due to the plasticizer effect of water on
the glass transition of partially hygroscopic organic mixtures
(e.g. Koop et al., 2011; Lienhard et al., 2012). To address
effects of PM mass on gas-particle partitioning, three atmo-
spherically relevant SOA mass loading levels are considered:
high loading (∼23 µgm−3), moderate loading (∼5 µgm−3),
and low loading (∼0.9 µgm−3) of SOA. The corresponding
O:C ratios of the SOA at 60% RH are 0.48, 0.51, and 0.55 at
high, moderate, and low loading levels, respectively. The pre-
dicted O:C ratios remain almost constant over the considered
RH range (variation of±0.01), with slightly lower values at
higher RH. The ammonium sulfate concentrations are kept
constant for all SOA loading levels at a value of 2.64µgm−3

(2.0× 10−8molm−3) and the salt is treated as a non-volatile
component. The three different loading levels represent cases
of high, moderate, and low air pollution with respect to sub-
micron aerosol particles (PM1.0).

4.2.1 Phase compositions

Panels (a), (b), and (c) of Fig.4 show the phase composi-
tions predicted by the equil. case calculations as a function of
RH (at equilibrium: RH = PM water activity,aw). For clar-
ity, the water contents of the phases are not shown (indicated
as water-free, w-f), because water would dominate the gas
phase composition by far and also be the major constituent
of the electrolyte-rich PM phase at high RH. As an example,
liquid water contents of the two PM phases at 60% RH and
compound partitioning as a function of saturation concentra-
tion are shown in panels (d), (e), and (f) of Fig.4.
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Fig. 4.Calculated gas and particle phase compositions as a function of RH (30% to 99%) at different SOA loading levels. All computations
are for the benchmark equilibrium modeling case at 298 K. Top panels(a, b, c): water-free phase compositions in terms of mass concentrations
per unit volume of air. At all water activities (= equilibrium RH) and SOA loading levels, the model predicts a liquid-liquid phase separation
of the PM into a predominantely aqueous ammonium sulfate phaseα and a predominantely aqueous organic phaseβ. Bottom panels(d, e, f):
the gas-particle partitioning of each organic compound at 60% RH as a function of the SOA loading level and its pure compound saturation
concentrationC◦. The pie-charts (insets) reveal the mass fractions of water associated with the two liquid phases.

The model predicts a LLPS over the entire RH range
shown, as evident from the unequal compositions of the
two liquid PM phases – denoted as aqueous electrolyte-
rich phase,α, and aqueous organic-rich phase,β. The total
heights of the composition bars on the mass concentration
scale also indicate size (“dry” mass) differences between the
two phases. Note the different concentration-axis scalings
for different loading levels. For example, the organic-rich
phase at 98% RH and low SOA loading is much smaller than
the electrolyte-rich phase, and considering the much higher
water-content of phaseα, phaseβ will only form a rela-
tively small phase, probably lens-shaped or as a thin coating
(Reid et al., 2011), on a largely aqueous organic-inorganic
droplet. In this case it is also interesting to note that due to
the high RH, i.e. dilute aqueous conditions, and a large vol-
ume difference between the PM phases, the majority of or-
ganics actually partition to phaseα, and in turn phaseβ con-
sists of low-O:C compounds only. Similar LLPS partition-
ing behavior is also found for moderate and high SOA load-
ings at high RH. Due to the hygroscopicity of ammonium
sulfate, the water content of the total PM decreases steeply
from 99% to∼ 90% RH, while in parallel phase separating
organic-inorganic interactions become more dominant, lead-
ing to a nearly complete organic/electrolyte phase separation

at . 90% RH. Neither the salt-free organics + water system
nor the organic-free ammonium sulfate + water system un-
dergoes LLPS in the RH range shown. Thus, the LLPS is
a result of interactions of SOA compounds with NH+

4 and
SO2−

4 ions and their competition for H2O as a common sol-
vent. Thus, while the SOA fromα-pinene would classify as
water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) (e.g.Sullivan and We-
ber, 2006), it does not mean that WSOC compounds par-
tition preferentially to what is commonly called the “aque-
ous phase”; rather, the concentration of dissolved inorganic
ions in the aqueous electrolyte-rich phase will be a key influ-
ence and most often prevent WSOC from partitioning sub-
stantially to the aqueous phase.

4.2.2 Loading effects and water content

The SOA loading effect on gas-particle partitioning is clearly
visible form the changes in the particle fractions of the
semivolatile compounds PINIC (light green) and C97OOH
(yellow). For example, the bar graphs in the bottom pan-
els of Fig.4 show how PINIC partitions predominantly to
the PM phase at high loading, is mostly found in the PM
phase at moderate loading (80%), and is found in substantial
amounts in both the PM and gas phases at low loading (40%
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in PM phase). The RH dependency of such mass loading ef-
fects on the different organic compounds is also depicted in
Fig. 6, discussed further below. The mass fraction of water is
nearly unaffected by changes in SOA loading, shown in the
pie-charts of panels (d), (e), and (f) of Fig.4 at RH = 60%.
This is, of course, expected for the electrolyte-rich phase, as
the mass fraction of water for a given amount of ammonium
sulfate at a given RH is fixed (when the organic contents are
negligible). However, also the water fraction in the organic-
rich phase is only slightly affected by the SOA loading, in-
dicating that the hygroscopicity of the organic mixture does
change only slightly, i.e. the average organic O:C does not
change by much (O:C = ∼0.48,∼0.51, and∼0.55 at high,
moderate, and low loading levels, respectively), even when
the mass fractions of some of the SVOCs change signifi-
cantly with changes in mass loading. This is not a general
feature of organic phases, but forα-pinene SOA at moder-
ate RH it is the case. It should also be noted that the water
content in terms of mass fractions appears as relatively low,
due to the large difference in molar mass of H2O compared
to the organics; the water content in terms of mole fractions
is much higher:∼ 50% in the organic phase at 60% RH and
∼ 38% at 40% RH. This is enough water to significantly in-
fluence the overall viscosity in the organic phase and prevent
a glass transition, at least at higher relative humidities (Koop
et al., 2011; Lienhard et al., 2012).

4.3 Evaluation of simplified modeling cases

As introduced in Sect.2.4, it is of interest to evaluate the
extent to which simplified gas-particle partitioning models
can reproduce the results of the demanding equil. case cal-
culations. Figure5 presents a comparison of all calcula-
tion cases with the benchmark equil. case for the predic-
tion of total PM mass concentrations (summed over all com-
ponents and all PM phases), as well as the total organic
PM mass concentrations. Since below∼ 90% RH predicted
LLPS are nearly complete organic/electrolyte phase sepa-
rations (equil. case) or defined to be completely separated
(LLPS param. cases, CLLPS case), the red “organics only”
curves essentially represent water-free mass concentrations
of the organic-rich phase in the modeling cases where LLPS
is considered/predicted. At all loading levels, the equil. case
shows only a relatively small positive change of total or-
ganic PM mass with an increase in RH, mainly due to only
moderate hygroscopicity of organic compounds with mean
O:C around 0.5. The total PM mass (including water and
(NH4)2SO4) shows a much higher dependency on RH, with
a very steep increase in PM mass due to large water uptake
at high RH. Hence, the water uptake follows primarily the
hygroscopic growth behavior of ammonium sulfate.

Figure 6 shows the effects of RH and loading level on
the gas-particle partitioning of the individual organic com-
pounds. This allows a closer look at how the different simpli-
fied modeling cases affect semivolatile compound partition-

ing and how this relates to modeling case-dependent changes
of total organic PM as shown in Fig.5. However, the accu-
mulated organic PM concentrations shown as red curves in
Fig. 5 depend not only on the changes in compound-specific
organic PM phase fractions, but also on the total system con-
centrations of those compounds. Hence, a large change in the
rPM
j of a compound may not translate into a noticeable PM

mass change if the compound is only a minor component of
the system.

Figure 7 compares calculatedC∗

j values of all organic
compounds at the different loading levels. Over a wide RH
range up to∼ 90%,C∗

j values according to the benchmark
case show relatively little variation with a nearly constant
slope on the logarithmic scale. Since the definition ofC∗

j

based on Eq.5 includes PM water (and ammonium sulfate)
in the summedCPM

k term (Zuend et al., 2010), the large wa-
ter uptake at RH> 90% affects the effective saturation con-
centrations, especially prominent for low-O:C compounds.
Figure6 shows that at high RH all SOA compounds exhibit
enhanced partitioning to the PM phase on an absolute scale,
due to high dilution with water. On a relative scale, Fig.7
suggests that the high water content also enhances the parti-
tioning of low-O:C compounds (e.g. PINONIC, O: C=0.3)
to the gas phase – relative to higher-O:C compounds (e.g.
C813OOH, O: C=0.75), partially counteracting the dilution
effect.

4.3.1 Forced non-ideal and ideal one-phase cases

The top row panels of Fig.5 show that neither the assump-
tion of an ideal mixture nor forcing a (non-ideal) one-phase
PM is a good simplification in the presence of ammonium
sulfate. The forced 1-ph. case succeeds in approximating
the equil. case results at high SOA loading, because in that
case the organic fraction is much larger than the amount of
(NH4)2SO4, so that the influence of organic↔ ion interac-
tions is diminished. However, at moderate and low loading,
the organic PM mass is not reproduced – in fact, at low load-
ing and RH below∼ 80%, the salting-out effect is predomi-
nant and eventually drives all organics out of the condensed
phase to the gas phase; see also Figs.6c and 7c. Hence,
the effects of non-ideal mixing, which trigger LLPS in the
equilibrium case, are evident from the comparison with the
forced one-phase case shown in the top rows of Figs.5 and6.
Note that in the forced 1-ph. case effects of non-ideal mix-
ing are mainly controlled by the “dry” ratio (water-free ba-
sis) of organics:inorganics, this includes the extent to which
the organic compounds are salted out to the gas phase. At
60% RH and 298 K, the equilibrium case calculations predict
the following mass fractions of ammonium sulfate in the dry
(water-free) overall PM mixture, mfd (AS): ∼0.108,∼0.349,
and∼0.766, for high, moderate, and low SOA loading, re-
spectively. At higher ratios of organic:inorganic mass frac-
tions (lower values of mfd (AS)), the forced 1-ph. case agrees
better with the results from the equilibrium case, because the

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/3857/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 3857–3882, 2012
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Fig. 5. Total particulate matter (PM) concentrations (blue curves) and total organic PM concentrations (organic PM fraction; red curves)
plotted as a function of RH at 298 K. The different modeling cases are compared with the benchmark (equil.) case at three distinct SOA
loading levels. Top row(a, b, c): comparison of the forced one-phase case (1-ph., dashed curves) and the ideal mixing case (dotted curves)
with the equil. case (solid curves in all panels). Middle row(d, e, f): comparison of the non-ideal (dashed curves) and ideal (dotted curves)
LLPS param. cases with the benchmark case. The phase separation onset RH is calculated using the parameterization ofBertram et al.(2011).
The yellow arrows mark the calculated upper RH limit of liquid-liquid phase separation for the parameterized cases (responsible for the kinks
in the curves). Bottom row(g, h, i): comparison of the complete phase separation CLLPS case with the benchmark case. AIOMFAC is used
to compute activity coefficients in all cases where non-ideal mixing is considered.

salting-out effect is less pronounced. For example, if in a
calculation the amount of ammonium sulfate is highly re-
duced in the low SOA loading system to match the dry or-
ganic:inorganic ratio of the high SOA loading system, i.e.
mfd (AS)=∼ 0.108 (organic:ammonium sulfate mass ratio of
∼8.27), the results of the forced 1-ph. case agree much bet-
ter with the equil. case. However, in atmospheric aerosols the
dry ratio of organic:inorganic components is neither constant
nor generally known, so that forcing a single liquid phase
may be reasonable only under certain conditions, which de-
pend on mfd (AS) as well as the miscibility of the organic
fraction with aqueous inorganic ions.

Assuming ideal mixing leads to an RH dependency that is
very different from the actual behavior, because in an ideal
mixture the apparent “hygroscopicity” of all inorganic and
organic molecules is indistinguishable. This substantially al-
ters the compound partitioning behavior shown in Fig.6d–f.

In contrast to the equil. case, all organic components with
volatilities at the upper limit of the SVOC category and even
IVOCs manifest high PM phase fractions at high RH. This
leads to huge PM mass concentration deviations at high RH
compared to the benchmark results. In general, the ideal case
predicts substantially higher organic PM mass concentrations
than the equil. case, e.g. at moderate SOA loading: over-
prediction by+71% at 60% RH,+104% at 80% RH, and
+214% at 95% RH.

Based on these obvious discrepancies, both forcing a non-
ideal one-phase state or an ideal mixture bear the potential
for vastly incorrect partitioning predictions. Moreover, these
simplified approaches stress two key points for accurate gas-
particle partitioning calculations: (1) non-ideality in the con-
densed phase needs to be considered and (2) LLPS is a con-
sequence of considerable deviations from ideal mixing in

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 3857–3882, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/3857/2012/
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Fig. 7. Effective saturation concentrations,C∗ (Eq. 5), of the organic system components as a function of RH at 298 K. Comparison of the
different modeling cases with the benchmark (equil.) case for predicted partitioning at three distinct SOA loading levels (see Fig.5). The
effect of a high PM water content at high RH on theC∗ values is especially prominent for less hydrophilic (low O:C) components, e.g.
PINONIC and the dimers.
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solutions containing electrolytes and organics that cannot be
ignored.

4.3.2 LLPS onset parametrization cases

Total PM mass concentrations predicted by the LLPS param.,
non-ideal case, shown in the middle row of Fig.5, agree very
well with the equil. case in the RH range where both mod-
els predict two liquid phases. This is not surprising, as the
equil. case also predicts nearly complete organic/electrolyte
LLPS in the RH range where the parameterization ofBertram
et al.(2011) predicts phase separation. Thus, since both cases
use AIOMFAC to compute non-ideality, this agreement was
expected for theα-pinene system. LLPS are predicted to be
present at RH≤90 %,≤86 %, and≤80 %, for high, moder-
ate, and low SOA loading levels, respectively, as indicated
in Fig. 5d–f. In the RH range higher than the parameterized
LLPS onset, the LLPS param., non-ideal case is identical
with the forced 1-ph. case. Hence, especially at moderate and
low SOA loading, deviations from the equil. case are signif-
icant in the predicted one-phase range. These deviations are
also clearly visible in Fig.6g–i, responsible for the discon-
tinuity (“jump”) of the dashedrPM

j curves at the predicted
LLPS onset RH. Therefore, whether the LLPS param., non-
ideal case is an accurate model for the real system behavior
depends on two main points: (1) whether the parameterized
LLPS onset RH is accurate and (2) whether the assumption
of a complete organic/electrolyte LLPS is justified. Related
to point (1) it should be noted that we use the average or-
ganic O:C ratio of the PM phase with the parameterization of
Bertram et al.(2011) to predict the LLPS onset RH, however,
the actual LLPS onset might be triggered by the lowest-O:C
organics present in the solution and may not necessarily be
captured well by using the average O:C. The validity of point
(2) is related to the average organic O:C in the solution, and
may become an issue at higher O:C and lower inorganic-to-
organic ratios (Song et al., 2012).

Assuming ideal mixing in the two coexisting liquid phases
separately leads to better predictions than assuming overall
ideal mixing (one phase), especially towards lower RH. Us-
ing the parameterization ofBertram et al.(2011), LLPS is
predicted to be the stable state at RH≤94 %, ≤92 %, and
≤92 %, for high, moderate, and low SOA loading levels, re-
spectively. Thus, in the LLPS param., ideal case, the onset of
LLPS is predicted to occur at significantly higher RH than
in the LLPS param., non-ideal case. The dotted curves in
Fig. 5d–f show good agreement with the equil. case in terms
of total PM mass at RH< 60% for moderate and lower load-
ing. However, at higher SOA loading or at higher RH both
the total and the organic PM mass are substantially over-
predicted. The LLPS param., ideal case performs better at
lower loading levels because of the higher average O:C in
the PM at lower loadings (see Fig.3), which means that the
real system also deviates less from ideal mixing (organics
of higher O:C are more hydrophilic and cause less deviation

from ideality when mixing with water). At lower RH, assum-
ing ideal mixing in the organic phase becomes more accu-
rate because of the lower water mole fraction and because in
this system different organic compounds are similar enough
not to cause large deviations from ideal mixing. Furthermore,
the total PM mass concentration is also predicted quite well
at lower RH, because water activity in binary aqueous am-
monium sulfate solutions is well described by Raoult’s law
(Zuend et al., 2008), and therefore the aqueous electrolyte
phase does not lead to large deviations. However, this is not
generally the case and an inorganic phase with other elec-
trolytes, such as NaCl, will exhibit large devations from ideal
mixing (Zuend et al., 2008). In addition to the shortcomings
of the LLPS param., ideal case at high loading and high RH,
the same two main points mentioned above regarding the ac-
curacy of LLPS onset prediction and validity of complete or-
ganic/electrolyte separation apply.

4.3.3 CLLPS case

The CLLPS case is analogous to the LLPS param., non-ideal
case in terms of the use of AIOMFAC activity coefficients
and will produce the same gas-particle partitioning results
when both modeling cases agree on the PM phase state. How-
ever, the important difference between the two cases con-
cerns the way a LLPS is predicted. In the CLLPS case, phase
separation is predicted to occur at RH≤ 99 %,≤98 %, and
≤96 %, for high, moderate, and low SOA loading levels, re-
spectively, as indictated by the arrows in Fig.5g-i. Since this
simplified approach predicts LLPS onset at comparably high
RH as the equil. case, the agreement in terms of predicted to-
tal and organic PM mass concentrations is excellent. Panels
(m), (n), and (o) of Fig.6 reveal that the agreement is also
very good regarding individual compound partitioning. The
two points regarding the accuracy of LLPS onset prediction
and validity of assuming complete organic/electrolyte sep-
aration apply to the CLLPS case as well. However, in the
CLLPS case the validity of these assumptions is somewhat
less critical, because the use of a Gibbs energy-based argu-
ment about a one-phase or a two-phase PM is more adap-
tive. For example, assume that in reality there is a LLPS
present in the condensed phase, but incomplete in terms
of organic/electrolyte separation: at the overall composition
where CLLPS predicts (complete) phase separation, at least
the necessary condition will be fulfilled that a complete phase
separation has lower Gibbs energy than the corresponding
one-phase solution. As mentioned in Sect.2.4, this means
that the CLLPS case will always predict LLPS at RH equal
or lower compared to the equil. case, but when a LLPS is pre-
dicted, it is safe to assume that a LLPS is actually present and
important to consider. Such a conclusion cannot be drawn
for the LLPS param., non-ideal case, because in that case
the LLPS prediction is not based on a Gibbs energy argu-
ment. Since in gas-particle systems like the one in this study,
forcing a one-phase PM mixture at relative humidities below
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actual phase separation onset quickly leads to a steep in-
crease in total Gibbs energy, the CLLPS typically predicts
LLPS relatively close to the equil. case (in terms of RH).
Therefore, with the use of a model like AIOMFAC, which
can be used consistently for organic-inorganic one-phase and
two-phase mixtures, the CLLPS approach has a clear advan-
tage over the LLPS param., non-ideal case. Note that in con-
trast to the CLLPS approach, only a method with parame-
terized LLPS can be used when ideal mixing is assumed in
the phase-separated state, as in the LLPS param., ideal case.
With the CLLPS approach and ideal mixing, the one-phase
state would always result as the stable state.

4.4 Computational aspects

Table2 shows a comparison of the computational costs and
expected levels of accuracy associated with the different gas-
particle partitioning calculation cases. The computational
costs arise from the iterative solution of the system of nonlin-
ear equations for gas-particle equilibrium and, within these
iterations, the costs for the calculations of non-ideal mixing
and potential phase separation in the particle phase.

While the benchmark equil. case achieves the highest level
of accuracy, it requires also the largest computational efforts.
Hence, there is a trade-off between computational costs and
accuracy that needs to be considered for large-scale model
implementations. According to the results presented for the
α-pinene system and the computation times from Table2,
the computationally optimal approach when using AIOM-
FAC is to implement the CLLPS method. Neglecting non-
ideality is not recommended for the reasons discussed above
(Sect.4.3.1), despite the fact that it would be the fastest op-
tion. If the use of other activity coefficient models is pre-
ferred, e.g. a different model for the aqueous electrolyte
phase than for the aqueous organic phase, using the LLPS
param., non-ideal approach with different models would be
an alternative. However, the use of different activity coeffi-
cient models might pose problems regarding thermodynamic
consistency in the stable one-phase region at higher RH.

An important aspect concerns the scaling of the computa-
tional costs with the number of system components. Compu-
tational costs of the equil. case scale super-linearly with the
number of components due to the dimensional dependency of
a reliable multidimensional LLPS computation (Zuend et al.,
2010). In all other cases, computational costs scale approxi-
mately linearly with the number of components when a rea-
sonable initial guess forrPM

j is used. The cases involving cal-
culations of activity coefficients with AIOMFAC are not only
slower than the ideal case due to the additional computational
costs of the AIOMFAC model – solving reliably the system
of nonlinear equations describing gas-particle equilibration
is also much more demanding (more iterations) owing to ad-
ditional nonlinear feedback attributed to the non-ideal PM
phase behavior (incl. potential LLPS).

Furthermore, the compositional discontinuity occurring at
the onset of LLPS has to be considered in the numerical algo-
rithm used, since otherwise the solver for the system of non-
linear equations could fail to converge (efficient numerical
algorithms usually require the functions to be mathematically
smooth). This can happen because the simplified LLPS cases
use a dynamic definition of whether a two-phase state should
be stable or not, depending on the overall PM composition at
a certain iteration step. Therefore, in the compositional vicin-
ity of phase separation, the parameterization could oscillate
between predicting a two-phase and a one-phase state, which
in turn affects the trial-composition in the next iterative step
and the solver might fail to converge. This numerical issue
can be resolved by temporarily fixing the phase state to a two-
phase state, when a previous equilibrium one-phase state cal-
culation turned out to be unstable at the given RH and overall
composition.

The equil. case calculation mode is the method of choice
for accurate offline (box model) computations, where high
computational costs are acceptable. This mode allows the
most detailed predictions of PM phase compositions and pro-
vides necessary information on whether assuming a complete
organic/electrolyte phase separation is a good approximation
for a given aerosol system.

5 Implications for atmospheric modeling

Regional and global atmospheric chemical transport models
(CTM) and chemistry-climate models currently rely heav-
ily on simplified schemes to represent gas-particle partition-
ing to aerosols and cloud droplets. Some of the large-scale
models assume internally mixed fine-mode aerosols and re-
versible equilibrium partitioning of SOA species to an or-
ganic phase decoupled from an aqueous electrolyte phase,
with predefined and RH-independent empirical partitioning
coefficients in a pseudo-ideal manner (e.g.Chung and Se-
infeld, 2002; Henze and Seinfeld, 2006; Hoyle et al., 2007,
2009; Pye and Seinfeld, 2010; Kelly et al., 2010; Foley
et al., 2010) or adopt an internally mixed, yet phase-separated
hydrophobic-hydrophilic approach (e.g.Pun et al., 2002;
Griffin et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2006). The results of this
study give some theoretically sound justification for the sim-
plifications made in CTMs to use completely phase sepa-
rated aqueous organic/electrolyte phases – at least under cer-
tain mixing conditions (lower RH, lower O:C ratio of or-
ganic mixture). However, none of the current CTMs is able
to represent internal mixing of organic and inorganic species
in a single phase (at high RH) and composition-dependent
liquid-liquid phase separation in a thermodynamically cor-
rect manner. The results of this study enable an educated
selection of simplified partitioning schemes based on con-
siderations of thermodynamic consistency, computational ef-
ficiency, and required accuracy. This will help to improve
the currently limited representation of SOA partitioning as
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Table 2.Comparison of computational costs and accuracy of the different modeling approaches for organic-inorganic gas-particle partitioning
(16-component system).

Modeling case Computational costs (time)a Accuracyb

equil. (benchmark) very high (16000) very high (benchmark)
1-ph. (non-ideal) low (6) low
ideal mixing very low (1) low
LLPS param., non-ideal moderate (100) low – highc

LLPS param., ideal low (3) low – moderatec

CLLPS moderate (100) high

a An approximate computation time for the (high precision) solution of the 16-component system as a
normalized multiple of the ideal mixing case time is given in parenthesis. On average, a single gas-particle
partitioning calculation for the ideal case takes∼0.01s on a current workstation (single thread, Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7, 3GHz CPU).
b Accuracy of a modeling case is here judged relative to the equil. case. It is assumed that the equil. case
provides the best estimate for the physically “true” solution of the gas-particle partitioning problem, since, in
comparison to the simplified cases, the equil. case is least affected by additional assumptions and constraints.
However, deviations from the actual solution may still be significant.
c As discussed in the text, these cases may perform well under certain loading and RH conditions, yet can
lead to large deviations typically at higher RH.

a function of loading and relative humidity. Changes of tem-
perature most prominently affect gas-particle partitioning via
the exponential dependency of vapor pressures on temper-
ature. Thus, shifting the range of saturation concentrations
where semivolatile partitioning is important. Therefore, the
conclusions about the importance of non-ideality and LLPS
remain very likely valid over the entire temperature range in
the troposphere, at least where particles exist as liquid solu-
tions.

While the quantitative results of this modeling case study
are based on a predicted mixture ofα-pinene SOA and am-
monium sulfate, many of the results can be generalized in a
qualitative manner. The highly successful group-contribution
concept of the AIOMFAC model suggests that the types and
relative abundances of functional groups are more impor-
tant to accurately predict activity coefficients than the ex-
act molecular structure of different compounds (Zuend et al.,
2011). Hence, this generalizes the results obtained from the
α-pinene SOA compounds used to at least the enormous va-
riety of structural isomers. Moreover, the O:C ratio is a good
first-order proxy for hydrophilicity and hygroscopicity of or-
ganic compounds (e.g.Jimenez et al., 2009; Zuend et al.,
2010; Massoli et al., 2010; Duplissy et al., 2011; Donahue
et al., 2011) and related to that, the expected degree of non-
ideality due to organic↔ inorganic interactions in aqueous
mixtures. The average O:C ratio of the SOA components
is here∼0.5, leading to a phase separation up to very high
RH. This will also be the case for many other SOA mixtures
in the presence of aqueous inorganic ions, when the aver-
age O:C ratio is below∼0.7, as has been found experimen-
tally (Smith et al., 2011; Bertram et al., 2011; Song et al.,
2012) and from thermodynamic calculations (Zuend et al.,
2010; Song et al., 2012). This means that for simplified gas-
particle partitioning schemes in CTMs, assuming a complete
organic/electrolyte phase separation in aerosols is a good ap-

proximation at O:C< 0.7 when a LLPS is the stable state.
Thus, the use of the CLLPS or the LLPS param., non-ideal
modeling approach is justified. For O:C< 0.5, assuming a
complete organic/electrolyte phase separation over the en-
tire RH range is very likely a valid simplification, that will
further speed-up computations. In such cases it will be pos-
sible to employ simpler yet computationally more efficient
activity coefficient models and empirical mixing rules that
cannot deal with organic-inorganic interactions, e.g. ISOR-
ROPIA 2 (Fountoukis and Nenes, 2007), multicomponent
Taylor expansion method (MTEM) (Zaveri et al., 2005), or
Partial Derivative Fitted Taylor Expansion (PD-FiTE) (Top-
ping et al., 2009) for the aqueous electrolyte phase and CP-
Wilson.1 (Chang-Pankow-Wilson.1) (Chang and Pankow,
2010) or organic PD-FiTE (Topping et al., 2012) for the
aqueous organic phase.

SOA mixtures with an average O:C> 0.7, may not exhibit
phase separation in the presence of dissolved ammonium sul-
fate even at lower RH (Bertram et al., 2011; Song et al.,
2012). However, such SOA mixtures show considerable non-
ideal mixing and might phase-separate in the presence of
other electrolytes, such as NaCl or HCl. The accurate cal-
culation of the gas-particle partitioning of a mixed organic-
electrolyte PM phase requires a thermodynamic model like
AIOMFAC, capable of dealing with concentrated mixtures
of organic compounds, inorganic salts/acids, and water.

Since chemical reaction equilibria in the aerosol phase de-
pend on the activities of reactants and products, activity co-
efficient models are also required to improve aqueous phase
(“cloud processing”) and organic phase chemical reaction
schemes.
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6 Conclusions

A combination of a gas-phase chemical mechanism, a
detailed group-contribution vapor pressure model and
a group-contribution activity coefficient model, MCM-
EVAPORATION-AIOMFAC, has been applied in this study
to a realistic organic-inorganic gas-aerosol system. 14 or-
ganic species represent semivolatile SOA fromα-pinene
ozonolysis, and ammonium sulfate represents a typical elec-
trolyte found in aqueous aerosols. Gas-particle partitioning
calculations with full consideration of non-ideality and po-
tential LLPS have been performed for atmospherically rele-
vant aerosol loading levels and the humidity range from 30 %
to 99 % RH. The modeling results allow the following impor-
tant conclusions:

– The MCM-EVAPORATION-AIOMFAC model is able
to accurately reproduceα-pinene SOA mass yields
from aerosol chamber studies with minimal tuning (one
dimer formation parameter).

– The modeling results suggest that ignoring non-ideality
by assuming ideal mixing (activity coefficients of unity)
in salt-free “organics + water” mixtures, may lead to
only small deviations at lower RH (40 % RH in the
studied case). However, assuming ideality at higher RH
(>60 %), will very likely lead to significant overpredic-
tion of SOA mass and total PM mass. This is clearly the
case when the actual organic mixture is only moderately
hygroscopic, i.e. typically the case for organic mixtures
of lower O:C ratios.

– Presence of dissolved inorganic ions (ammonium sul-
fate) mixed with SOA (as typically the case in the tropo-
sphere) make the consideration of non-ideal mixing ab-
solutely necessary for accurate results. Assuming ideal
mixing in organic-inorganic particles leads to highly
overpredicted organic PM mass (up to>200 % at 95 %
RH).

– Based on the computational results for the aqueousα-
pinene + ammonium sulfate SOA system and the group-
contribution concept of our model, it is highly probable
that SOA of moderate or lower average O:C ratio will
cause LLPS in the presence of aqueous inorganic ions.
Given the abundance of organic aerosol of moderate or
lower average O:C in the troposphere (e.g. Aiken et al.,
2008; Ng et al., 2010), it is reasonable to assume that
such phase separations are a prevalent feature of atmo-
spheric aerosols over a wide range of RH, aerosol load-
ing, and temperature.

– If non-ideality is considered (highly recommended),
LLPS needs to be considered as well. Ignoring a LLPS
by forcing a single non-ideal phase, can lead to vastly
incorrect partitioning predictions.

– Water soluble organic compounds (WSOC) will not
necessarily partition to the “aqueous phase” in ambient
aerosols; rather, when an aqueous organic-rich phase is
present with moderate average O:C, WSOC will likely
partition preferentially to the organic phase, because
salting-out effects at RH< 90% prevent partitioning to
the aqueous electrolyte-rich phase.

– For O:C ratios lower than∼0.5, the results from theα-
pinene SOA system calculations suggest that it is justi-
fied to assume a complete organic/electrolyte phase sep-
aration up to high RH. This allows for simplified gas-
particle partitioning models, e.g. the evaluated CLLPS
approach.

– Partitioning schemes based on complete or-
ganic/electrolyte phase separation, where applicable
(see point above), allow accurate and much more
computationally efficient methods than a demanding
thermodynamic computation with full equilibration of
all components between all coexisting phases.

– For aerosol compositions in which the assumption
of complete organic/electrolyte LLPS is justified, the
CLLPS case shows that total PM as well as individual
compound partitioning are reproduced very well.

The application of the AIOMFAC model with the new im-
plementation of hydroperoxide functionalities is shown to
be useful for both thermodynamic benchmark computations
with Gibbs energy minimization as well as in simplified
partitioning schemes. The efficiency of implementing such
schemes in 3-D models using AIOMFAC for activity coeffi-
cient calculations has not been tested to date and is the sub-
ject of future work.

Appendix A

New functional groups in AIOMFAC

In Sect.2.2.3 we discuss the necessity for the implemen-
tation of peroxide functionalities in AIOMFAC to describe
several of theα-pinene oxidation products. The usual ap-
proach of adding new functionalities to AIOMFAC using ex-
perimental data and fitting of interaction parameters (Zuend
et al., 2008, 2011) is not applicable for peroxide, organon-
itrate, and peroxy acyl nitrate functional groups, due to the
lack of experimental thermodynamic equilibrium data.Com-
pernolle et al.(2009) adopt a different approach to fit UNI-
FAC model parameters for these functional groups: they
generate activity coefficient data using the SPARC (Sparc
Performs Automated Reasoning in Chemistry) model (Car-
reira et al., 1994; Hilal et al., 2004), available online at
http://ibmlc2.chem.uga.edu/sparc/. Required model parame-
ters are then fitted to the generated data sets. Since the short-
range interaction contributions in AIOMFAC are calculated
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Table A1. List of new AIOMFAC main groups and corresponding
subgroups.

Group name Main group∗ Subgroup

Organonitrate CHnONO2 CH2ONO2
CHONO2
CONO2

Hydroperoxide CHnOOH[perox] CH2OOH[perox]
CHOOH[perox]
COOH[perox]

Peroxyacid C(=O)OOH[perox] C(=O)OOH[perox]
Peroxide CHnOOCHm[perox] CH3OOCH3[perox]

CH3OOCH2[perox]
CH3OOCH[perox]
CH3OOC[perox]
CH2OOCH2[perox]
CH2OOCH[perox]
CH2OOC[perox]
CHOOCH[perox]
CHOOC[perox]
COOC[perox]

Peroxy acyl nitrate C(=O)OONO2[perox] C(=O)OONO2[perox]

∗ The label[perox] is added to emphasize the peroxide nature of the−O−O− bonds in the
groups and to unambiguously distinguish these groups from other AIOMFAC groups, e.g.
carboxylCOOH from hydroperoxideCOOH[perox].

by a UNIFAC model that is compatible with the model ver-
sion and parameter sets ofCompernolle et al.(2009), we
adopt their implementation. TableA1 lists the new AIOM-
FAC main groups and corresponding subgroup names. Rel-
ative van der Waals volume and surface area parameters for
the new groups are taken from Table 1 ofCompernolle et al.
(2009) and relevant UNIFAC main group interaction param-
eters from Tables 5, 6, and 7 ofCompernolle et al.(2009).

In Zuend et al.(2011) a functional group polarity series
is introduced that allows for constraints on AIOMFAC in-
teraction parameters between organic functional groups and
inorganic ions. This polarity series is combined with the idea
of an analogy approach (Compernolle et al., 2009) to as-
sign AIOMFAC middle-range interaction parameters to new
main groups↔ ion interactions based on linear combinations
of interaction parameters from already implemented main
group-ion pairs. The following substitutions are made:

CHnOOH[perox] ≈ CHnO+ OH (A1)

C(=O)OOH[perox] ≈ COOH (A2)

CHnOOCHm[perox] ≈ CHnO+ CHmO (A3)

Analogous substitutions for the organonitrate and peroxy
acyl nitrate groups are possible as well (Compernolle et al.,
2009), but are not realized at this point, because AIOMFAC
does not include any other nitrogen-containing groups with
associated main group↔ ion interaction parameters. Hence,
a substitution for those new groups would not help to deter-
mine the required interaction parameters with ions. There-
fore, the new organonitrate and peroxy acyl nitrate groups
will only be available in AIOMFAC for calculations of ac-
tivity coefficients in electrolyte-free mixtures (UNIFAC-like

mode). This may be changed in the future, if a wider set of
nitrogen-containing groups is added to the model.

Table A2 lists the new AIOMFAC main group↔ ion
interaction parameters, which were obtained using known
middle-range interaction parameters from the substituted
main groups. The table is organized in the same manner as
Table 7 ofZuend et al.(2011) and adds the three groups hy-
droperoxide, peroxyacid, and peroxide to the list of fully im-
plemented AIOMFAC functionalities.

In addition, α-pinene oxidation products containing
an ester functionality demanded an estimation of the
CCOO↔ NH+

4 interaction, which previously had not been
determined (Zuend et al., 2011). In the absence of experi-
mental data, we estimate the AIOMFAC interaction param-
eter CCOO↔ NH+

4 based on the functional group polarity
series analogy approach, using the ketone group to substitute
the ester functionality (CCOO≈ CHnCO). Table 7 ofZuend
et al. (2011) reveals that this substitution is a good approx-
imation in most cases where both ketone and ester interac-
tions with ions have been determined. Applying the substitu-
tion, the two estimated model parameters are:b

(1)

CCOO,NH+

4
=

9.37140×10−2 kgmol−1 andb
(2)

CCOO,NH+

4
= 5.16922×10−2

kgmol−1.

Appendix B

Computed phase diagram

FigureB1 shows a 2-dimensional representation, water ac-
tivity (equil. RH) vs. water-free composition, of the liquid
PM composition phase diagram for the 16-component sys-
tem, α-pinene SOA products + water + ammonium sulfate
(AS), at 298 K. The phase diagram was computed with the
method ofZuend et al.(2010), using AIOMFAC activities to
determine the global Gibbs energy minimum and the poten-
tial for a liquid-liquid phase separation at each initial com-
position point. Fixed molar ratios between the different or-
ganic compounds in the overall PM system were used in the
computation. These molar ratios were determined based on
the data from the equil. case gas-particle partitioning calcu-
lation atT = 298 K, 80% RH, moderate SOA loading, and
λ = 10%. Assuming fixed molar ratios of organic compound
abundances is supported by Fig.4b, which shows that the rel-
ative mass conc. of PM-phase organic species does change
only slightly over the RH range considered. Such fixed mo-
lar ratios of the organic PM fraction allow expressing the
water-free “dry” (initial) one-phase system composition on
the x-axis in terms of mfd (AS) = mass(AS)/(mass(AS) +
mass(PM organics)), i.e. a representation of the overall or-
ganic:AS ratio in the PM. In addition, AS is allowed to be-
come metastable in solution, i.e. supersaturated with respect
to the thermodynamically stable solid state.
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Fig. B1.Computed phase diagram of the 16-component system “α-
pinene SOA products + water + ammonium sulfate (AS)” in the
liquid PM, based on the method ofZuend et al.(2010). Conditions:
T = 298 K, fixed molar ratios of relative organic compound abun-
dances as derived from equil. case gas-particle partitioning calcu-
lation at 80% RH, moderate SOA loading, andλ = 10%. Shown
is a point-by-point mapping of the 16-dimensional phase compo-
sition space to a 2-D representation: water activity vs. mass frac-
tion of AS in the “dry” (on water-free basis) mixture of organics
+ AS, mfd (AS). The color-axis shows the Gibbs energy difference
between a forced one-phase (non-ideal) calculation and the equilib-
rium state calculation, showing LLPS up to high water activity, i.e.
high RH.

The limits of intrinsic stability of a liquid one-phase sys-
tem are shown by the spinodal curves (dotted, white), calcu-
lated based on a modification of the method byZuend et al.
(2010), generalized to systems with any number of compo-
nents. The composition space enclosed by the spinodals is
thermodynamically unstable and LLPS is predicted to oc-
cur spontaneously (spinodal decomposition). The Gibbs en-
ergy difference (color-axis) between a one-phase state and
the equilibrium state (one- or two-phase state), as well as the
calculated points on the binodals (coexistence curves, LLPS
limit), show that LLPS is predicted to exist up to high RH.
This is in agreement with the results from the equil. case
gas-particle partitioning calculations. In contrast to many bi-
nary and ternay phase diagrams, this 16-component system
has more than one set of binodal curves, as visible at higher
mfd (AS) and highaw in Fig. B1. These binodal curves, and
associated miscibility gaps, seem to overlap, yet this is a con-
sequence of the chosen 2-dimensional mapping of the ac-
tual 16-dimensional composition space. Comparison to the
low SOA loading case shown in Fig.4c, corresponding to
mfd (AS) ≈ 0.766, indicates that one of the binodals is asso-
ciated with the incomplete LLPS at high RH, where only the
lowest-O:C components partition to an organic-rich phaseβ.

The solubility limit of AS is shown by the pink, dash-
dotted curve, calculated as the molal ion activity prod-
uct at saturation, with the solubility in the binary aqueous
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ammonium sulfate system as reference point. Due to the ex-
istence of a nearly complete LLPS over most of the mfd (AS)
range, in the LLPS region, this solubility limit is parallel to
the water activity contours of the corresponding equilibrium
state (Zuend et al., 2010).
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